
New  Celebrity  Couple:  Nina
Dobrev and Glen Powell Attend
Julianne  Hough’s  Wedding
Together

By  Ma
rissa Donovan

It looks like more celebrity news has come out of Julianne
Hough’s big celebrity wedding! Nina Dobrev and Glen Powell
attended  Hough’s  special  day  as  a  new  celebrity  couple.
According to Eonline.com, the couple started as friends until
they realized they had feelings for each other. Along with
weddings,  the  couple  has  spent  holidays  together
including Dobrev’s birthday! Earlier this year the Vampire
Diaries star posted a La La Land inspired photo with Powell on
Instagram. This photogenic couple can’t get enough of each
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other!

This new celebrity couple is super
adorable! Like Dobrev and Powell,
how can you and your new partner
have fun at a friend’s wedding?

Cupid’s Advice:

A friend or family member’s wedding is a great time to debut
your new relationship. Here are some tips on how to have fun
as a new couple during a friend’s wedding:

1. Take photos: If a photo booth at the wedding, take goofy
and cute photos together as a new couple! If the wedding does
not have a photo booth or a photographer to take the photos,
take out your phone when the bride and groom are not asking
for your attention! Saving moments in the earliest stage of
your relationship can be special and fun to look back on.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Julianne Hough Marries Hockey
Star Brooks Laich

2. Play eye spy as a couple: Whether your whispering before
the bride walks down the aisle or giggling at the reception, a
car ride game can also be played at a wedding. Spot the color
of the cake or happy crying grandmother to make the game
wedding themed. You will have a blast playing this game during
this special event!

Related  Link:  Nina  Dobrev  and  Ian  Somerhalder  Joke  About
Awkward Breakup

3. Dance together: Slow dance or show off your funniest dance
move to your partner. No matter what song is playing, you and
your partner can find a way to connect on the dance floor.
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How can you have fun at a wedding with a new partner? Let us
know your ideas in the comments!


